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Inside the atomic patent office
Before Stagg Field, before Trinity,
before the atomic age dawned above
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, nascent
nuclear technologies emerged into a
world unsure of how to manage the
bevy of new and dangerous secrets.
The surprising method of early atomic
control? Patent censorship.
By Alex Wellerstein

I

would be sworn to secrecy,”

William Shurcliff wrote to himself in a
May 14, 1942 memo. Earlier that day he
had met with the prominent scientistadministrator Vannevar Bush, head of the
Office of Scientific Research and Development (OSRD), and Conway Coe, Commissioner of Patents.1 They had recruited Shurcliff for a job that would be not
just new to him, but new to the world,
putting him at the center of a Manhattan
Project department at the leading edge
of atomic control—a department that
would later be almost completely lost to
history—the atomic patenting program.
Shurcliff would become, essentially, the
censor of atomic patents.
William Asahel Shurcliff was a Harvard man, graduating with an undergraduate degree cum laude in 1930, a PhD in
physics in 1934, and a degree in business

Two years after the first self-sustaining chain reaction, and nearly a year before the atomic bombings
of Japan, Enrico Fermi and Leo Szilard filed this
patent for a “neutronic reactor.” They waited more
than 10 years before the patent was granted.

a dministration in 1935. Before the United States entered World War II, Shurcliff
worked as head of the spectrophotometric laboratory at the American Cyanamid Company’s Calco Chemical Division,
where he had been responsible for maintaining Calco’s patent records and had in
fact filed for several patents himself. In
early 1942, a friend inside the OSRD suggested he join its staff, and Shurcliff, having feared the draft, leapt at the opportunity. His first few months at the OSRD were
spent as a senior technical aide in the Liaison Office, helping direct top-secret technical intelligence about the Axis enemies
to the relevant research divisions. Vannevar Bush worked directly across the hall,
and when he needed to find an atomic
patent censor—a secret job that involved
a comprehensive look at the atomic energy project, in contrast to the compartmentalization usually undertaken for security
purposes—he turned to Shurcliff.2
During their May 1942 meeting, Bush
and Coe told Shurcliff the bare bones
of the problem. The military had a topsecret program to develop a new weapon,

the atomic bomb, based on discoveries
openly published a few years earlier (nuclear fission and the possibility of the nuclear chain reaction). Bush was afraid that
private inventors would intuit the use of
atomic energy and file patent applications, thereby staking a legal claim to such
inventions—and endangering the security
of the U.S. atomic program.
Bush’s concern was not baseless; it had
come to the fore after he learned that
French émigré physicists on Frédéric
Joliot-Curie’s Collège de France team
were attempting to file nuclear reactor–
related patent applications in multiple
countries and were trying to cut a deal
with Britain for the assurance of France’s
post-war nuclear position in exchange
for the patent rights.3
Contesting the scientists’ patent applications, Bush understood, would risk
a security leak—it would reveal that the
United States had its own nuclear designs, its own reactor research, and its
own bomb program. To allow them to be
processed normally, however, would be
perhaps even worse: It would put the U.S.
nuclear program in an unfavorable legal
situation, potentially making it deferent to French scientists (who had, in the
case of Joliot-Curie, increasingly Marxist
leanings). The answer, Coe had suggested to Bush, was to control the technology
by declaring the patent applications “secret.”4 This was possible thanks to Public
Law No. 700, legislation rooted in World
War I and revised before U.S. entry into
World War II that gave the patent commissioner the authority to declare applications secret during both peace and
wartime.5 Once declared secret, these applications would sit, unprocessed, in a
Patent Office vault; only after the secrecy
order was lifted would they be subjected to the eyes of a patent examiner, who
would parse out any questions of priority
and interference and decide whether patents ought to be granted.6
Bush worried that “the French problem,” as he and Coe called it, was not
unique and that others would file patent
applications that overlapped with secret
U.S. government work. The Patent Office monitored militarily relevant applications, but it had neither enough knowledge about the evolving bomb project nor
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the technical expertise to identify potentially problematic applications. As Bush
told Coe in April 1942, it was important
that any patent applications “which have
any significance” to the nascent bomb “be
withheld from issue.”7 To avoid accusations that the government was conspiring against private inventors for its own
benefit, Bush wanted the person making
such decisions to be separate from the actual development of the bomb. What they
needed, Bush explained to Coe, was someone within the OSRD but not yet within
the bomb project, someone who could be
expected to quickly obtain technical competence in all aspects of the atomic energy
program, someone who already knew his
way around patent issues. As far as Bush
was concerned, the man for the job was
right across the hall: Shurcliff.8
And so in May 1942, Bush and Coe
briefed Shurcliff on his first assignment
as atomic patent censor. He would act
as liaison between the Patent Office and
the OSRD’s secret S-1 Uranium Committee, advising officials in the Patent Office
“as to subjects (S-1) or fields in which
there was the possibility of desiring secrecy orders.” Loftier possibilities were
also being discussed, as evidenced by the
last line of Shurcliff’s May 1942 memo to
himself: “Taking over of [private inventors’] patents or patent applications by

the highest priority, soon to be run by the
army as the Manhattan Project. Shurcliff
visited the University of Chicago’s Metallurgical Laboratory, where scientists
were building the first nuclear reactor
(Leo Szilard was “short, fat,” he noted to
himself); he browsed relevant reports in
the library of the National Bureau of Standards in Washington, D.C.; he visited the
St. Louis site where foreign uranium ores
were milled into black oxides.10
And he began to review patent applications.
By July 1, Shurcliff told Bush that he
had found around 35 applications that
required secrecy orders. He was keeping careful records, utilizing a system of
six separate card indices to keep track of
patents, inventors, and subjects. He made
sweeps of patent application titles under
relevant patent subject headings and focused on identifying inventors whose
work he felt was particularly likely to be
germane to S-1 work. Culling names from
S-1 reports, from articles published in the
three preceding years in Physical Review,
Review of Modern Physics, and Scientific Abstracts, and from the roster of scientific personnel of the National Academy of Sciences, Shurcliff compiled a list
of 600 scientists from whom a patent application would trigger an immediate red
flag. By March 1943, the list had grown to

Contesting the scientists’ patent applications,
Bush understood, would risk a security leak—
it would reveal that the United States had its
own nuclear designs, its own reactor research,
and its own bomb program. To allow them
to be processed normally, however, would be
perhaps even worse.

the gov’t is not now in view. An act of
Congress might be required.”9
Shurcliff began with a whirlwind tour of
the S-1 project facilities. The bomb project
was, in mid-1942, transforming from a primarily investigatory, exploratory endeavor into a crash development program of
28
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many more than 1,000 names. Included
were scientists involved with the OSRD
atomic endeavor—Szilard, Enrico Fermi,
Ernest O. Lawrence, Emilio Segrè, and
Harold Urey, to cite some of the most
recognizable—as well as those working
on non-S-1-related wartime research, such
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as William Shockley and Robert Van De
Graaff, both of whom had patent applications that attracted Shurcliff’s attention.
Many others, however, were unaffiliated
with the government, and of these, many
were not even in the United States (such
as the members of the Collège de France
team).11 Though initially Shurcliff focused on physicists—no doubt due to his
own training—he eventually enlarged his
scope to cover other disciplines, such as
chemistry, metallurgy, and engineering.
What had begun as a “survey of the
art” became a full program to “locate, examine, and make secret all non-gov’tcontrolled U.S. patent applications related
to S-1,” as Shurcliff put it.12 He requested
patent applications from the Patent Office and from S-1 contractors whenever
applications were filed on behalf of their
personnel, penciling in the titles and inventors in his notebooks and then labeling each one “secrecy recommended” or
“secrecy not recommended.” As he later
recalled in an unpublished autobiographical manuscript, if the application was
“hot”—that is, if it “had, or might have,
an atomic-bomb connection”—he would
have it “put to sleep” by sending a letter to
the chief OSRD patent officer, navy lawyer Capt. Robert A. Lavender, and would
indicate whether the government should
think about trying to acquire the patent
from the inventor.13 (At first, Shurcliff ran
into difficulty getting the patent applications on a timely basis from the Patent Office, but after an application that he had
requested was instead not only granted by
the office but also mentioned in a frontpage New York Times article, his troubles with this were alleviated.)14 The patents that Shurcliff directed be put to sleep
ranged from those obviously connected
with nuclear technology, such as speculations on reactor designs, to others whose
nuclear connection was less obvious, including technologies potentially relevant
to isotopic separation, such as those in the
fields of mass spectrometry (similar to the
electromagnetic method of enrichment)
and centrifuge development.
Shurcliff tried to be a conscientious censor, limiting his secrecy orders to those
cases he felt absolutely called for it and
periodically rescinding his orders if he
changed his mind about the importance of

an invention. In March 1943, for example, received against one of his applications. did practically all patents related to isohe repealed his secrecy order on some ap- To Sol Wiczer, it meant that the govern- tope separation because of its importance
plications related to mass spectrometry ment might be interested in his invention to uranium enrichment.18 In a memo to
that he had decided “should be allowed or that the invention was important. On Carroll L. Wilson, Bush’s executive asto mature in the normal and unrestrict- May 14, 1944, he phoned Shurcliff at his sistant, about the “slightly suspicious ined manner,” explaining that in the months office to ask about the secrecy order and cident” of Wiczer’s phone call, Shurcliff
since he had declared them secret his in- offer his services to the government.17 wrote that the patent was only “moderateterest in them had “apprecialy pertinent” to S-1 work and
bly decreased.” He had begun
that his application indicated
to fear, he explained to Capthat Wiczer was working solo,
tain Lavender, that “the damunaffiliated with a lab or govage done to industry by mainernment agency.19
taining the secrecy orders
The very same day that
must be increasing, especially
Wiczer telephoned Shur
in the petroleum industry and
cliff, another distressing posin the field of organic chemissibility arose. David Z. Becktry generally, all as attested by
ler, Shurcliff’s assistant and
recent petitions filed by the
eventual heir to the patent
individuals or assignees concensoring job (who would
cerned with the [spectromelater become the executive
try] cases listed above.”15
officer of Dwight Eisenhower’s President’s Science AdIndustrial contractors who
visory Committee), suggesthad orders of patent secreed that “enemy agents might
cy leveled against them, such
file ‘paper’ applications on
as Westinghouse Electric and
[S-1-related subjects] to obStandard Oil Development Co.,
tain leads as to U.S. secreoccasionally protested; somecy policy and perhaps additimes Shurcliff recommended
tional information.” 20 The
rescinding the orders, sometimes he denied the petitions
idea was that an enemy might
flat out. Most of the industriprobe the status of the U.S.
al contractors understood that
bomb program by filing apthe orders were related to the
plications on the subject and
OSRD’s secret wartime work;
seeing if they were censored.
their petitions were primarShurcliff felt that Beckler’s
ily motivated because they
concerns were worth considwanted to file the applications
ering. In the same memo adabroad or because they bedressing the Wiczer affair,
lieved the patent would give
he suggested to his superiors
them an edge in their field.
that from his lists he “could
But for private inventors, a
supply names” of inventors
secrecy order could be frus- Shurcliff “put to sleep” this patent for an isotope separation method.
who had no known institutrating. In a typical experience,
tional affiliations, and that
an inventor whose patent application was Alarmed, Shurcliff told him, in true bu- based on these, they “may wish to recdeemed sensitive would receive a mysteri- reaucratic fashion, to put the question ommend to proper authorities that FBI
ous notice sent from the Patent Office (not in writing. He needed to buy some time or other investigations be made of the 10
the OSRD) under the bold heading of “SE- while he tried to figure out what had or 20 ‘lone wolf’ inventors who have filed
CRECY ORDER.” The letter cursorily ex- gone wrong: How did this uncleared, un- applications in the ‘S-1’ field.”21 The “lone
plained patent secrecy laws, informed the known inventor not only discover that inventor,” that much cherished trope in
inventor that the patent had been declared the OSRD had issued the secrecy order, U.S. patent law, a stock character in an
secret, and said there would be penalties but that Shurcliff himself, the atomic cen- Edisonian model brought out to justify
if the patent’s contents were made public, sor, had issued it?
the need for patent protection, had, in the
but gave no explanation as to why the apWiczer had filed a patent on isotopic eyes of Manhattan Project security, beplication had been deemed secret.16
separation in November 1942. Shurcliff come the “lone wolf,” a vicious spy seekOne private inventor was actually en- felt the application was “vague” but re- ing to crack the atomic project by means
couraged by the order of secrecy he quired a secrecy order nonetheless—as of patent applications.
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Shurcliff’s memo was forwarded to Lt.
Col. John Lansdale Jr., head of Manhattan
Project security, who promised to look into
the Wiczer situation and expressed eager
interest in the list of the “lone wolves” and
anything providing “factual basis for suspicion of a fishing expedition.”22 A special
agent made two investigations into Wiczer’s past, examining his work and education records and interviewing an employer, and determined what had happened.
Wiczer, it turned out, was a former patent examiner, and he likely still had contacts within the Patent Office who could
have discovered that it was Shurcliff who
had censored his application. Wiczer was
dismissed as a threat, and Lansdale’s query
into other unaffiliated scientists seems to
have come to nothing.
Shurcliff continued as the atomic patent censor through October 1944, when
he was transferred to another project
within the OSRD. In early 1945 he became
the assistant of Henry DeWolf Smyth,
eventually helping to edit the famous
“Smyth Report,” the first official declassified account of the wartime atomic project, and later become the technical historian of the Operation Crossroads
nuclear tests, among other accomplishments.23 As the Manhattan Project’s patent censor, Shurcliff had “put to sleep” at
least 131 patent applications from at least

had a massive patenting program initiated by Bush, sanctioned by President
Franklin Roosevelt, and headed by Lavender that sought to obtain complete
governmental control over the field of
atomic energy—including weaponry—by
means of patents. Over the course of this
program—almost totally ignored by historians of the Manhattan Project—more
than 8,500 technical reports were examined by patent officers, more than 6,300
technical notebooks were scrutinized,
and 5,600 different inventions in 493 different categories covering everything
“from the raw ore as mined to the atomic bomb” were docketed by Lavender’s
office. The result? Close to 2,100 separate patent applications approved for filing in secret by 1947, when the Manhattan
Project’s authority was transferred to the
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC).25
One might wonder why they sought to
control the spread of technology through
patents. The notion seems misplaced
to the modern mind: Would the United States really have forfeited its atomic monopoly on account of something
as legalistic as a patent claim? Would it
have sued Russia for infringement after
its first bomb detonation?
But patent control made more sense in
the early 1940s than it does today. When
the Manhattan Project was young, the

What if Congress had not created an
organization like the AEC, which was given
unprecedented power to declare ownership not
only over the materials of atomic energy, but also
the ideas? Who would own the bomb?

95 inventors; in economic terms, this was
a significant, unprecedented number,
given that entire industries can rise and
fall on a handful of patent claims.24
Censoring atomic patents was not the
OSRD or Manhattan Project’s only foray
into patent territory; in fact, the project
30
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idea that the United States would eventually erect a massive, secretive civilian
organization—the AEC—to manage its
atomic affairs was far from self-evident.
Bush and Gen. Leslie R. Groves, the army
engineer in charge of the bomb project, knew that they were in many ways
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 ushing into unknown territory, and it
p
was unclear what new laws, institutions,
and politics would develop around the
atomic bomb. That it would be a weapon of great power was obvious to all who
knew about it, but what kind of political
and legal control framework would be
required was still up for grabs.
Seen through the eyes of an OSRD administrator in mid-1942, patents make
more sense: How does one control technology? That patents played a role in the
answer to that question for Bush, Groves,
and Shurcliff makes more sense in light
of their backgrounds. All had scientific
or engineering educations, and Bush and
Shurcliff had extensive experience with
patents as a method of controlling technology for the purposes of industry.
Patents filled what Manhattan Project administrators thought was a hole in
their system of long-term control over the
bomb. What if Congress had not created
an organization like the AEC, which was
given unprecedented power to declare
ownership not only over the materials of
atomic energy, but also the ideas? Who
would own the bomb?
If the question seems specious, one
need simply look to the so-called French
problem, in which the issue of ownership
of atomic ideas intersected with questions
of international diplomacy and post-war
atomic arrangements. There were other
problems as well: What about scientists
within the project who asserted ownership over their own work? Bush had attempted to head this off early on, in 1942,
when he made sure that all OSRD contracts relating to atomic energy gave the
government the ability to own all patents
produced by the project if it so wanted
to.26 Unfortunately for Bush, there were
scientists who had made key discoveries
before being under an OSRD contract.
Szilard, for example, tried to hold onto
his patent rights for his work on the first
nuclear reactor in order to gain more say
in the project; he was eventually given
the choice between leaving the project or
handing over his patents, and he chose the
latter.27 The patents covering the fundamental chemistry of plutonium were the
subject of a dispute lasting more than a decade between the inventors (Segrè, Glenn
T. Seaborg, Arthur Wahl, and Joseph

 ennedy), their host institution (Universi- secrecy was extended far longer than proj- accomplished? “If the United States has a
K
ty of California, Berkeley), and the govern- ect administrators thought it would be, strong patent position, the achievement
ment. In that case, the incentive was more that the U.S. monopoly on the bomb was of the above will be facilitated,” Groves
economic than political: The inventors, short-lived, that the path toward interna- wrote. The patent program would, he exthe university, and the government all re- tional control of atomic weapons has been plained, “lay the groundwork for proper
alized that the royalties would tabulate in long and imperfect. Patents rapidly fell out control thereafter.”32
the millions over time. In the end, the AEC of the atomic-control equation after the
For his part, Vannevar Bush, usualawarded each of the inventors $100,000 in war, when it became clear that the atom- ly remembered for championing scien1955, far less than they were worth, but still ic bomb would warrant “special” consid- tists’ ability to patent their inventions, rea substantial sum at the time.28 The idea of eration in the form of new institutions marked years later that it was “paradoxical
that I, who am a great beprivate individuals using
liever in the [patent] sysprivately held atomic pattem, should have been called
ents as a way of inhibiting
upon to commit this particuor influencing the govlar sin,” the seizing of patent
ernment was perceived
rights by the government.
as a very real threat dur“In the process I personally
ing the war years, one redestroyed more property in
inforced by occasional atthe form of patents than any
tempts by individuals to
other man living.”33
do just that.
From the point of view
Were patents so ill suited
of project administrafor controlling secret nuclear
tors, patents ensured the
technology? If one eliminates
government’s legal ownthe openness normally asership of the bomb with
sociated with patents, as the
pre-existing means—
censoring program did, then
that is, without resorting
they simply become legal
to or relying on extraormonopolies over technoldinary legislation or speogy. Secrecy orders served
cial exceptions. It was a
as a way to put a short-term
policy that they thought
kibosh on nongovernmenwould stand up to the
tal nuclear work without
glare of post-war scrutiarousing too much suspicion
ny no matter what choicor utilizing any extralegal
es Congress made about
mechanisms. Today the dethe governance of the This once-secret patent was thought to be relevant to the construction of a calutron.
velopment of nuclear weapatom because it was all
ons is closely associated with
done within the confines of existing laws. and laws and that Congress and the courts secrecy, expansive government control,
The fear that extralegal activities during would allow the government to take spe- and heightened obsession with “nationwartime could lead to post-war repercus- cial liberties in controlling it.31
al security.” But the story of the Manhatsions was born out of experience: Before
But it is clear that during the war, pat- tan Project patent program is a reminder
he took over the Manhattan Project patent ents were seen as a vital part of the plans that in the early days of the atomic age, not
program, Lavender had spent years nego- for both wartime and post-war control of even those who participated in the bomb
tiating settlements for the navy for British atomic energy. In August 1943, Groves re- program knew how best to handle atompatents violated by the United States dur- ported to the vice president, secretary of ic knowledge. The answer to the quesing World War I.29 While today one might war, and the army chief of staff that, “If tion of whether such knowledge could be
presume that responsibility for the bomb the possibility of world disaster through controlled within an existing structure of
gave officials a blank check for authori- the development of this super explosive U.S. governance, like the Patent Office, or
ty and power, there were some issues— and its possible military by-products is to would require something more, is today
especially when large sums of money be avoided and the enormous hazard in- so clear that it can be difficult to rememwere potentially at stake—upon which volved in preparation minimized, the uti- ber that it was ever asked at all. <
they trod carefully and tried to play by the lization of atomic power must always be
For notes, please see p. 60.
under close control of governments inbook, patents being one such issue.30
Alex Wellerstein is a PhD candidate in Harvard
It is easy, from a twenty-first-century terested in the welfare of mankind rather University’s Department of the History of Science.
perspective, to dismiss patents as a meth- than in absolute domination and exploita- This article is based on a longer paper published
od for atomic control—we know that tion of other peoples.” How would this be in the March 2008 issue of Isis.
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